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CITY OF DUBLIN MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 
LOUIS ELY O'GARROLL, B.A., B.i., 
Priazci@al Executive Officer. 
EDWARD ~ R T O N ,  BRC.SC.I. ,  A.I.C., JOHN C. MACGUIGAN, B. COMM. 
- ' "Head Teuchm of the School o j  (N.U.J.) ; Headmaster of the Pameld 
Physics, EEectrical Engineeriq and Sq~ure Teckreical Institutd, H ~ n d  
Chemistry. . : of the SckoaS of Commerce. 
WZLLUM DAVIDSON, P.B.I.c.c., ERNEST E. JOYNT, M.I.M.E., 
Head Teacher of the School of Head Teache~ of the Schoal oj 
Arc?tilrectwe, Building MecPta~icuZ and Motav Cap 
Fur~~ish  i-rzg Tvadm-. Enghswi.fag. 
Acting Head Teacher of the School Head Teacher of the SchooZ o f  
COUNCIL OF STUDIES. 
The Council of Stuaies will consist of the Principal Executive Officer 
and the Heads of the several departments. For examinations, representatives 
of the part-time Teaching Staff, Employers' Associations and Trade Unions 
will be included. 
- 
h All eqwivics or communications should be addressed to the Principal , 
P R E F A C E .  
AND 
,Wed., 7th Sept. First Term, School of Music, begins. 
Mon., 26th Sept. Entrance Examinations and Enrolment gf 
Students for Day and Evening Technical 
Classes begin. 
Mon., 3rd O C ~ .  Instruction in all Technical Classes begins 
during this week, 
, .1;, g 
Wed., 21st Dee. Final Meeting of classis before Christmas. 3 
1928. 
Mon., 2nd Jan. Classes resume after Christmas. 
Mon, 16th Jan. Second Term, School of Music, begins. 
FEBRUARY Entries for Public Examinations are made 
a b u t  the end of this month. Exact dates 
will be notified to the Classes, 
Sat., 17th March St. Patrick's Day. No Classes. 
Wed., 4th April Final Meeting of Clases before Easter. 
Mon., 16th April Classes resume after Easter. 
Fri., 18th May All Evening Classes close except Special 
Classes preparing for Examinat ions. 
Sat., 12th May School of Music closes. 
The City of Dublin Municipal Technical Schools were founded 
in October, 1887, as an outcome of the Artizans' Exhibition held in 
I the City in 1885. The Schools were originally housed in an historic 
but unpretentious bdding in Kevin Street. From the foundation, 
and practically without interruption, the record of progress and 
expansion has been' continuous, and now the Schools occupy three 
large Technical institutes at Bolton Street, Kevin Street and 
Pamell Square, and several classes are accommodated in other 
buildings throughout the City, affording in all accommodation for 
upwards of 5,000 students. . 
CURRICULUM. 
The present curricnlum of the Schools provides complete 
Courses of Instruction in 
Mechanical Engineering and Allied Trades. 
Motor Car Engineering. 
Locomotive Engineering. 
Naval Architecture. 
Electrical Engineering and Allied Trades. 
. Radio Communication, 
Architecture, Building Trades and Furniture Traaes. 
Book Production and Printing Trades. 
Applied Chemistry. 
Botany, Materia Medlca and Pharmacy. 
Art and Art Crafts. 
Mudc. 
Commerce; 
Domestic Science,. 
and numerous Miscellaneous Trades. 
EVENING COURSES. 
Evening Courses are provided in all the subjects above outlined, 
and enable those engaged in the day-time to acquire an intimate 
knowledge of the principles that underlie the processes Carried out 
in their daily work. 
DAY COURSES. 
Day Courses and Classes are arranged in most of the Depart- 
ments of the Schools, The DAY .APPRENTICE SCHOOL provides 
whole-time two years' Courses in selected trades for boys who have 
just left school. The Day Trade Dressmaking Course provides 
similar training for girls, and the Day School of Commerce a whole- 
time training to boys and girls. 
Special Day Courses are provided for those a c t w y  engaged 
in trades--arrangements being made with employers whereby their 
apprentices can attend the Schools during part of several days each 
week. At present it has only been possible to arrange such Courses 
in a few cases-notably Painters and Decorators, Drapery and the 
Printing Trades-but it is hoped, with the co-operation of the 
employers, to gradually extend- t his system to all 'fradcs. 
ARRANGEMENT OF COURSES. 
The Courses in all Departments, both Evening and Day, are 
arranged progressively to cover from two to five Sessions, according 
to the nature of the subject. The Courses in general include two 
or more subjects bearing on the main subject, and the instruction 
is given in such a manner as to illustrate the application of the 
principles of Science and Art to the daily work of the students. 
The Laboratories and Workshops of the Schools are very Wrn- 
pletely equipped with the best and latest apparatus and machinery, 
and senior students are given every facility for advanced or research 
work. 
If it can be shown that there is a demand for a gew class, 
the teacher and any necessary equipment will be proyided. 
Special lectures of a popular nature will be given during 
the Session. 
* 
ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS. 
- In the present year Entrance Examinations will be held at the Bolton 
Street, Kevin Street, and PameU Square Technical Institutes every evening 
during the week commencing 26th September, and on as many evenings 
afterwards as may be necessary, All new Students are advised to attend 
at 7.0 p.m. Those who can produce tlie Junior or any Higher Grade Certificate 
of the Iatermediate Education Board, or the Higher Grade Certificate of the 
National Board, or some equivalent Certificate, n d  not sit for the Entrance 
Examination, and should make application for admission early in the Session. 
The Entrance Examination consists of easy papers in English, Axitbetic, 
and Elementary Drawing, and First and Second Class Passes will be awarded. 
Those who pass in the First Class are eligible to take any Specialised Course. 
These Examinations are not obligatory for trades' students. 
\ P SPECIALISED COURSES. 
The &&cia1 Specialised Technical Courses are open to all Students who 
pass the Entrance Examination in the First Class, or are otherwise qualified. 
Each one is to take up, under advice or approval, the particular Course which 
most nearly meets his requirements, and is to adhere to this definite programme 
without any subsqumt variation. If he ceases to att;ad any component 
subject of this Churse he is liable to forfeit his entire Ticket. 
No Student may attend for more than two Sessions in any one stage of 
the same subject. 
Teachers, Pupil Teachers, and Monitors may enter for Special Courses 
that suit their needs, apart from the OScial Courses. Such a Course will be 
regarded as an Official Technical Course. 
The same privileges will apply to Students whose needs arenot met by 
the Official Courses. In theii case the Course Subjects must be: arranged 
. and sanctioned by the Head Teacher. 
The stage of any subsidiary subject may be changed to  f i t  the Student'& 
particular grade of knowledge, the special evening allotted to Laboratory 
or other work may be altered, and a Student may be drafted from one chss 
to an equivalent one. Any such changes must be sanctioned by the Head 
Teacher. 
PREPARATORY COURSES. 
Those who pass the Entrance Examination in the SECOND CLASS, OY who 
have spent one year i?,the Sixth Staqhrd of a National or Secondary School, 
may enter one of the Introductory Courses. Those who pass in the Third 
Ckss, 2: have not pa7,xd the Sixth Standard, are only at liberty to join one 
of the Preliminary Courses. 
The Introductory Course Classes are of such a nature as to fit students to 
take up a Specialised Course of Technical Instruction in the following School 
Session. The subjects of instruction are : 
Mathematics and Arithmetic. 
Science or Elementary Domestic Economy, 
The P r e ~ i o ~ y  Courses are shilar to the Introductory, but of a more 
elementary character . 
Any Trade Student who is taking an Introductory Course may attend the 
First Year Practical Class in his particvlar trade. 
A class in Irish may be addra to thr Introdud~ry or PrQliminary Coyses, 
C if desired. without extra fee. % .  . 
10 
FEES. 
The fee for a full Course or for a single class is usually 7s. 6d. 
Special fees are Wireless Telegraphy, £3 for Day Course ; £2 for Evening 
Course ; Day Commercial Course, 30s. ; Practical Chemistry Course, 15s. ; 
Pharmaceutical Chemistry, 30s. ; Materia Medica. 7s. 6d. ; - Botany, 7s. Bd. ; 
Practical Pharmacy, 7s. 6d. ; Motor Car Driving, 30s. 
Holders of the Higher Grade Certiiicate will be admitted free on 
production of the Certificate. 
I f  a student wishes to take up a class in addition to those of the Course, 
an extra fee must be paid except in the case of Irish. 
All fees are payable in advance and cover the full Session or Term. Fees are not returnable. 
GENERAL NOTICES, 
The general enrolment of Students commences on Monday, 26th Septem- 
bcr, 1927. 
Applicants for admission to Courses or Classes must be at  least 
fourteen years of age. 
Pupils actually in attendance a t  a Day Xational School or Day Secondary 
School are not eligible for admission to Evening Courses or Classes. 
. Teachers may be consulted on their class nights as shown in the Time 
Tables. 
I f  any Student is absent from three consecutive meetings of any Class. 
unless for valid cause shown before the third meeting, his Ticket for the Class,. 
or for the whole Course of which it is a part, is liable to be cancelled without 
further warning. 
* 
The Trade classes are intended for those engaged in the several trades. 
Ot* will not be admitted before November 7th, and then only if there be 
room, and on payment of a quadruple fee. 
A laboratory or workshop class can only be taken in conjunction with an 
approved lecture or drawing class. No Student will be allowed to remain in a laboratory or workshop class if his attendance a t  the lecture or drawing class 
proves unsatisfactory. 
A class may be discontinued in the event of an insufficient number of 
Students joining or attending ; and the number of evenings .dotted weekly 
to any class may be reduced if there be a falling off in the attendance of 
Students. The right is reserved to close classes for any other reason whatever. 
Students are to make good any damage done by them. 
strict order must be observed a t  ail times within the precincts of the 
Schools. 
: '  DAY APPRENTICE SCHOOL. 
Ihe Scheme for a Day Apprentice School was adopted by the Conference 
on the Industrial Training of Apprentices, by the Technical Education Com- 
c:, mittee, by the Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction. and by 
. the Corporation of Dublin. 
' > . r  
' .  The object of the Scheme is to link technical education c~osely with 
r? \ ,  industry by giving a specialised training from the outset of a boy's industrial 
career. 
- - ; I  
" Apprenticeship Scholarships-approximately one hundred-may be 
awarded annually, on the results of examinations, to boys of not less than 
fourteen, and not more than sixteen years of age. The Scholarships entitle 
the holders to a free training for two years in the Apprentice School, 
together with a payment of £15 12s. for the first year, and $20 16s. for the 
second year; books and inqtruments will be supplied. 
The Scholarships and Free Places are strictly confined to boys whose 
parents or guardians are resident in rate-paying houses within the boundaries 
either of the City of Dublin or the Urban Districts of Rathmines and Rathgar. 
The course of instruction is altogether in the daytime ; i t  covers 30 hour? 
weekly for 46 weeks in each year ; approximately one-third of the time in 
the first year and two-thirds in the second year are devoted to a thoroughly 
practical and theoretical training in the trade for which the bay is preparing. 
. - 
Pupils are allowed to select as far as possible the trades they desire 
to follow, and on the conclusion of the two years' course the Employers' 
and Trades' Associations will allocate the boys to existing vacancies for 
apprentices. 
An attendance of not less than eight hours weikly a t  the Technical 
School will be required during the terms of apprenticeship (i.8.. after the boy 
has left the Apprentice School). 
The courses at  present in operation are :-(1) Plumbers ; (2)  Cavpmte~s ;
(3) Printers ; (4)  Mechanical Engineering ; (5)  Electr*al Engineering ; (6) 
Sheet Jlctal Plate Work ; (7 )  Cabinetmaking ; and (8) Painting and Decorating. 
The date and full particulars of Entrance Examinations will be dyly ?to time. 
announced in the Schools and in the Dublin Press fro= time, 
Shorter Courses varying slightly from the above terms are conducted 
for the Catering Industry (training of Chefs, Waiters, and Waitresses). 
S C H O L A R S H I P S .  
- 
UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIPS. 
The 9rporation of Dublin provide Sixteen Scholarships, and reserve four 
of these for Students who have attended the City of Dublin ~&hnical 
Schools," each of the a ~ u a l  value of $60, tenable for three years. Candidates 
must have attended the City of Dublin Technical Schools during at least one 
Session as a oondition of eligibility for admiss~on to the Scholarship Exami- 
nation, and such candidates must have been in (bona fide) regular daily 
employment. 
THE FOY SCHOLARSHIP. 
A former student of the City of Dublin Municipal Technical Schools, Mr. 
W. P. Armstrong, has established a Scholarship in Chemislxy, to be called 
the " Foy Scholarshi ." The annual value of the Scholarship is about $20, 
being the proceeds ofan investment of £500 in Dublin Corporation Stock. 
The Scholarship is awarded each session on the result of an examination 
in Chemistry, usually held in May. All students who have attended regularly 
during two sessions in the Chemistry Department are eligible to compete, 
and the student to whom the Scholarship is awarded must pursue his studies 
in the Chemistry Department during the foUowing session. 
THE DUBLIN MECHANICS' INSTITUTE SCHOLARSHIPS. 
The Residuary Fund of the Dublin Mechanics' Institute has been made 
available for Industrial Scholarships under the management of the Technical 
Education Committee. 
Three Scholarships will be awarded annually--one in the Mechanical 
Engineering Group, one in the Electrical Engineering and Physics Group, 
and one in the Building Trades Group. The Scholarships are tenable for 
three years, and are value about £3 each per year. 
Candidates must be engaged in an Operative Trade as Apprentices or 
Learners. They must be between tbe ages of 16 and 19, and must have 
attended a Technical Course during the preceding School Session and made 
80 per cent. of the possible attendances in two of the subjects of the Course 
in which they are entered. 
THE MULLIGAN SCHOLARSHIPS. 
As a result of a bequest, Sixteen Scholarships of £1 each will be awarded 
on the results of the second year examination of the Department of Education. 
DAY APPRENTICE SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS. 
(See page 1 1 . ) 
P R I Z E S .  
SCHOOL PRIZES. 
First and Second Prizes are awarded in each year of each subject on 
the results of the Sessional Examination to Students who have obtained 
not less than 70 per cent. marks and have at  least 60 per cent. attendance of 
the actual class meetings. 
SPECIAL PRIZES. 
;Numerous prizes are offered by Employers and Trade Unions ; chiefly 
the Dublin Building Trade Employers' Association, the Irish Quantity 
Surveyors' Assokia-tion, the Dublin Guild of Building Workers' Union, 
the United Operative Plumbers' Association, Dublin Brick and Stonelayers' 
Trade ,union,' Operative Plasterers' Society, Master Drapers' Association, 
Armstr~ng Siddeley Motors, Ltd., etc. 
PROGRAMME AND TIME TABLE 
OF THE 
SCHOOL ARCH IT 
ILDI NG, 
AND 
FURNITURE TRADES 
FOR THE 
SESSION 
School of Architecture, Building, and 
Furhiture Trades. 
3 _ _ _  
STAFF. 
.... WILLIAba DAVIDSON, B.B.I.C.C. Head of D w m e n t .  
.... . ALOYSIUS HANWAY .-.. B d d i ~ g  Constmctim, Cavpmtry 
ete. 
.... WILLIAM D.  HORGAN, B.A. .... Physics, etc. 
..... HENRY C. CLIFTON, B.A. .... Matkrmatics. 
JAMES J .  MCCORMICK, B.A. .... .... English, 856. 
.... A. M .  MCLOUGHLIN, B.A. .... Mechanics. 
.... .... W. L, WHELAN .... L4rt.  
PART-TIME LECTURERS AND DEMONSTRATORS. 
Builders' Quantities. 
Building Construction. 
Land Szlweyiszg and Levelling. 
Caeentry and Joinery. 
Car9entry and Joinery ( Asst.) 
Geom. Bz&ikdiflg, Drawing, etc. 
Cabinet-making. 
Cabinet-making . ( Asst.) 
Cabinet-making ( Asst.) 
French Polish in.g. 
U$h olstevy . 
Drawing fm Cabiwt-mkirg 
Plasterers' Work. 
P/asterersJ Work ( Asst.) 
Coach and Motor Body Building 
and Railway Carri~ge Building. 
Coach Painting. 
Coach Trimming. 
Plt4lPrbing. 
Acetylaw Welding, etc. 
Brick srrork. 
Painting and Decoratiq. 
Geometry and Mechanics. 
Wood Cuttileg Machinery. 
Woodcarving. 
English and Mathematics. . 
Irish. 
Mechanics. 
EXPLANATORY STATEMENT. 
The programme of this Department includes Architecture, 
Building in all its branches, Furnishing and Coach-building Trades. 
EQUIPIYIENT. 
The Architecture and Building Trades Department occupies a 
number of rooms on each of the floors A, B, C and D of the Bolton 
Street Technical Institute. The drawing offices and workshops are 
very fully equipped for conducting the instruction in a thoroughly . 
practical manner. 
COURSES. 
A complete course of study in any section generally occupies 
about three years. 
Where possible, separate classes for journeymen will be arranged 
in trades subjects. 
SPECIAL WORK. 
Arrangements will, as far as possible, be made to enable highly 
qualified students to carry on drawing or practical work of a special 
nature. Students who desire to take advantage of this privilege 
should make application to the Head of the Department. 
COURSES AND TIME TABLES. 
- --- P 
No. 
of SUBJEUT 
Course Day Hour Room TBACHER 
DAY APPRENTICE SCHOOL. COURSES I N  :- 
Special Day Classes for Apprentice Painters-Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., 2 to 5 1J.m. 
INTRODUCTORV COURSE-Fee, 7s, 6d. tor Setsitn. 
1 OOB Engl i sh4  ... Fri 7.30-8.30 C1 J. McNamee. 
Workshop Arithti~etlr-C ... ~ r i :  8.30-9.30 C1 J. McNamee. 
Building Drawing-A ... Tues. 7.30-9-30 B3 J. F. Cleary. 
GENERAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION COURSE. 
For Arcbltects, Builders, Olerks oC Works, and Others-Fee, 78. 61. tor each Year or Gourw. 
FIRST YEAR. 1 0 1  Building Construrtlon-I .... Wed 7.30-9.30 R10 A. Hanway. 
Practical Mathemati~w-1.A ~ h & .  7.30-9.30 C4 H. C. Clifton. 
Practical Geometry-1.B ... Tues. 7.30-9 3C B10 A. Hanway. 
SECOND YEAR. 
Building Constnlctiol~~Il. Wed. 7.30-9.30 
Ceometry and 
Mechanics-11. Thurs. 7 -30-9.30 
W. Davidson. 
M. Burns. 
THIRD YEAR. 
Building Constrtictlon-111 Ttlum. 7.313-9.30 
Applied Mechanics-III. . .'. Wed. 7 - 30-9 -30 
FOURTH YEAR. 
Bnildine; Conatr~iction-IV. Thurs. 7.50-9. RO 
Applied Mechanics-IV. . . . Wed. 7.30-9 -30 
ARCHITECTURE COURSE-Fee, 7s. 
FIRST YEAR. 
Building Constrnction-I Wed. 7.30-9.30 
Practical M\~athematice-i.~ T h u ~ .  7.30-9.30 
Practical Geometry-1.B . . . Tuee. 7 30-9.30 
=story of Architecture ... Fn. 7-30-9.30 
SECOND YEAR. 
Building Construction-11, Wetl. 7.30-9.30 
Geometry and 
Machlmica-IT . . . Thurs. 7.30-9.80 
History of ArchitectuA-11. Fri. 7.30-9.30 
THIRD YEAR. 
Bnilding Constructioa-11I. Thurs. 7.30-9.30 
Perspective and Drawing frorn 
Antiaue. Historv of Archi- 
I31 0 
C6 
6d. for each 
W. Davidson. 
M. Burns. 
Year of Course. 
" - -  
tect i re  ' ... Fri. 7.30-9 -30 B9 - 
The Fourth and Fifth Year Subiects mill he inn lndd  in t h ~  Tima Tahle Int.=v ~ n r  Qnaninh 
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BUILDING TRADES' COURSES. 
No. 
of SUBJE~T Day Hour Roam TEAOHER 
CoZlrB@ 
- 
OARPENTERS* AND JOINERS' OOURSE-Fee, 7s 6d. tor each Year oi Course. 
FIRST -0. 
1 10' Carpentry and Joinery, 
Practice-I. ... T u s  7-30-9.30 C8 J. O'Callagh~n. 
Practical Geometry and 
Calculations-1.B ... FrL 7-50-9.30 B10 J. 3'. Cleam. 
11 lB Carpelltry and Joinery, 
Practice-T. ... Wed. 7.30-9 .3U C8 J. OYCallaghan, J. F. Cleary, 
Pmctienl Geometry and 
Oalcnlations-1.B ... Pri. 5 - 3 1  0.30 B10 J. F. Cletary. 
SECOND YEAR. 1 12B Carpentry anal Joiue~y, 
Practice-Il. ... $Ion. 7.30-9.30 C8 J. O'CaUaghae. J. F. Cleary. 
Camntry and Jolnery, 
Lecture and Drutving-TI. Thurs. 7.30-9.30 C8 J. O'Cabghan, J. F. Clearg. 
THIRD YEAR. 
1 1313 Carpmtn and Joinery- 
Practice-LII ... Mon. 7.36-9.30 C8 J. O'CaIlaghanbn, J. F. Cleary. 
- Carpentry arid Joinery 
Ilectnn and l)rawing:111. Thurs. 7.30-9.30 C8 J, O'Callsghan, J. E. Cleary. 
PLUMBERS' COU RSE-he, 78. 6d tar each Y8af Of OOUTW.. 
FIRST YEAR. 
1 1 6 ~  Plumbers' Work, Lecture 
and Drawn ... T~tes. 7.30-9.30 Dl0 J. T. Rolton. 
Plumben' Wo&~kact.-I. Mon. ,-30-9.30 Dl0 3. T. Bolton. 
Chemistry and Physics far 
Pluq bers-I. ... Thurs. 7.30-9.30 A6 and 8 W. D. Horgan. 
SECOND YEAR 117B Plumhe;w9 Work Lecture ' 
an8 Drawing -~i. Yri. 7.3043.30 nl0 J. T. Bolton. 
Plumbow' Work, ~ r a o t . - ~ i  Thurs. 7.30-930 DIP J. T. Bolton. 
THIPtD YEAR. 118B Pl~lrnhrr~' Work Lecture 
and ~ m w i n g - h ~  Fri 7.30-9.30 Dl0 J.T.BoltOn. 
Plumbers' Work, pr~ot.--'I'fi. ~ h t r e .  7.30-9.59 Dl0 J. T. Bolton (See Oxy-Acetylene Weld~ng and Cutting Class.) 
PLASTERERS' COURSE-Fee, 7s. 6d. tor eacb Year at Course. 
FIRST YEAR. 
120B Plasterers' Work Drawing-I Tuss 7 -30-9.30 C3 W. L. Whelan. 
~wt~wrw'~~rk~~raeticeand'~on.'~h.7.3~.SU J. SallnaJers. 
Theory-I. 
SECOND YEAR. 
121B P1autmwP' Work Practice Fri. 7 YO-9.90 I)S J. 8aunders. 
and ~heory-111. 
Do. Drawing-II. Tues. 7.30-9.30 C3 W. L. WheIan 
Modellitirr for Plasterers-11. Wed: 7.30-9 .SO U3 J. Bannders. b li% - 
THIRD PEAL. 
1 2 2 ~  PlaRtBrern' Work, Practice and Fri. 7.30-9.30 D3 3. Sa~mders. 
Theor$--111. 
Do. Dmwhg-III. Tues. 7.30-9.30 C3 W. L. Whelm 
Modelling for Plasterers-III. Wed. 7.30-9.30 D3 J. Saunders. 
18 
- 
Bua~slalr Day Hour Room TEACHER 
PAIWTERS' AND DEQORATORS",.COURSE-Fee, 78. 6d. tor each Year of Ooum 
. Tues. 7.30-9-30 C10 (3. O'Byme, 
Drawing and T ~ W - I .  ... Mon. 7.30-9-30 C11 C. O'Byme. 
SECOND YEAR. 126" Painters' and Decorators' Fri. 7.30-9-30 C11 C. O'Byme. 
Work (Seniors and Journey- 
men)--11. 
THIRD YEAR. 
BABINET-MAKERS' BOURSE-Fm, 7s. a. Mr each Year or Courra. 
FIlUT YEAR. 1 2 9 ~  Cabinet-makin" Lecture and 
Drawing-I. Wsd. T.80-9.30 B6 3. Hicks, J J. Burke. 
Cabinet-msking, Prtd.-I. Thurs. 1 .30-9. ir0 B6 J. Hicks. 
8BCOND YEAR. j 3 0 ~  Cabinet-making, T~ctuw and 
Drawing-IT. .. Wed. 7.30-9.30 B6 J .  Hlcks J. J. Burke. 
Cabluet-ma king, Praat.-If. Mon. 7.30-9.30 H6 J. ~ i c k s :  
COURSE I N  UPHOLSTERY, Fee, 7s. 6d. 
.. . Mon., Wed. 7-30-9-30 B3 T. Roche. 
... Mon., Wed. 7 30-9 -30 B3 T. Roche. 
WOOD-OARVINB-Fee. 78.6d. for each Year sl Oourse. 
... Thurs. 7.30-9.30 B6 J. J. Burke. 
Mon. 7.30-9 .MI B7 J. Mlligan. 
Tues. 7.30-9.30 B7 J. Filligan. 
Thnrs. 7.80-9 30 B6 J. .,. Burke. 
... Fri. 7.30-9.30 B3 J. Corns. 
3, Oollins. 
19 
SWIb)(sr , Day . Hour Rodm TEamER 
COACH AND MOTOR BOmY BUILDER$' OOURSE8-Fm for eath OsUrW, 78. 8U. 
BIRST YEAR. 139B CO&Ch &nd m 0 r  Body Blt!ld- %-I. Qea+ a d  Dnwhg) Wed 7 -30-9.30 B5 T. Kaelly. 
o ( P r a c ~ ~ l )  ... Thurs. 7.30-Q630 B5 T. Kelly. 
SNCOND YBAR. 
. 14p  Coach and Xotor Bo B a d -  
iuy--II. 0. (Prttctical) (Led. and%rawing) Wed. 7 6 8 0 - 9  -30 B5 T. KeJly. 
... Thm. 7.30-a.30 Bb T-Pelly. 
RAILWAY OARRIAQE BUILDINQ. 
FIRST YEIAB. 5 1' R&lw&y Carriage Bdlding-I. (Leature and ... 1Mon. 7.30-9.30 B5 T. Keellg. 
Railway Crtrriaige Bnulding-I. (Bractid) ... .., TUW. 7.30-9.30 B5 T. KC@. 
SECOND YEAR. 146B Ra"w&y (%lTi&ge Building-II. (Lectwe &nd Drawing) .. . Moa. 7 *30-9.80 B5 
OOAOH PAINTING. 
FIRST YEAB. 15013 Coach Painting-II (Pract.) . .. Thurs. 7.M-9.30 010 B. YcNamara. 1' Do. (Dpwg. and Lettaring) . .. Wed. 7.30-9.30 C11 R. NcNamar& 
SECOND YEAE. 1513 Poach Painting-II. (Praot.) ... Thm. 7 - 30-9 -30 C10 R. MoNaman 
Do. (Drwg, and Left&&) . .. Wed. 7 - 30-9 30 011 R. BScXamara. 
(tOAGH TRIMMIWQ- 
FIRST YEAIL. 
:' 156B Trimming , .., Mon.,Wed. 7.30-9 30 A14 C. O'Keeffe. 
SECOND F A R .  1575 Coach T f i m g  ... Mo&,Wed. 7.30-9.30 A14 @. O1Keg;ffe. ( 4  - "  WOODGUTTINQ MAGHINlSTS~ COURSE-Fee, Is. 6d. tor each year ot Course. 
,* 8. 
FIBST YEAB. 1: j i ; IMJ# Wodcutthg Yaohinwy-I. (Drawing. and PractZcal) Trtes., !I%. 7-SO-9-30 C9 D. Treacy. 
SECOND YEAR. 1 6 1 B ~ooiimtting ~acbinery-II. (Drawing and Practi-I) ... Tues., Th. 7 ~30-9.30 C9 D. Ireacy. ' 
F3'; ',, - BRIOKLAYERS' COURSE-Fee, 7s. 6d. for Sesslon. 
BKRST YEAR. f :;: ' 165' Bricklaying (Pranlul) . . . rues. 7 a 80-9.30 A13 I3 Byme. 
": Bricklaying (Drawfng and 
Theory) . . . . i .  7-30-9.30 B2 E. Byme. 
.'3 . 
. . :, SECOND YEAR. 
,!\ 1 , . 166. Br$kla,!.g (Prwt id)  . ThlWS. 7 .a -9  .so A13 r. B p .  Bncklaslng (Drawing and 
, , I '  Theory) ... . .. Mon. 7.30-9.30 B2 E. Byme. 
) !-#., u . ! - , .  
COURSE IN MASONRY AND STONEOUTTING. 
L .  .*,- - -  . FIRST YEAR. 
. , '9: l70B M ~ B o ~ ,  Lecture and Dr8win~ Ifred. 7.30-9.30 Bl1 , -- 
Dsv 
F- MISCELLANEOUS GLASSES- 
tying and (gee note below.) 
,, B Buildem' ~ u a n t i t i e e ~ . ,  If Mon. 
)I ,, C Geometrical Hanbilina, I. Tues, 
Hour Room 
per Class for the Session. 
B l l  
B2 
,, E Manual Instruction (Wood) Mon. 7.30-9.30 B4 
,, 1 Mech. Drawing a.nd Design Fri. 7 30-9.30 C3 
,. F Mmml Tnstruction (Wood) Thus. 7.30-9.50 B4 
., E Me&. Drawing and D e w  Mon. 7.30-9.30 C3 
,, G Manual Ins21ruction (Wood) Wed. 7 -30-9 -30 B4 
,, H Mknual Instruc! ion (Wood) Fri. 7-30-9 ~ 3 0  08 
t ,, J Oxy-Acetylene Welding and 
Cuttin@; . .. ... Tues. 7.30-9.30 Dl0 
SPECIAL CLASSES IN  IRISH (PARNELL 
X. J. Burke. 
W. Davidwn, 
A. Ranway. 
J. 5. Burke. 
b. Hanw~ly. 
J. J. Burke. 
S. I?, C l w .  
J. OyCa,1ta%hann 
2'. Ryan. 
SQUARE). 
Irish-1.A. . . . ... Mon. 7.30-9.30 - D. S. MaoEoh. 
Irisrb-I.B. ... ... T~IWS. 7.30-9.30 - D. 8. MacEoin. 
PRELlIWllllARY COURSE-Fee, 7s. 6d. for 8es$ion. 
English . . . . .. Tues, 8.30-9.30 - J. McXamee. 
Arithmetic ... ... Tues. 7.30-8.30 - J. McNamee. 
Drawing ... .. . Wed. 7.30-9 a80 C3 J. McN&mee. 
* This Class m w  s t a t  in February, 1928,U a sufficient number of applications be received. 
T Bree 60 Students of Plumbing Clwes 11, end 111. years. Ttlc Class will commence in Janunw, 1928 
ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING TRADES, 
- 
COUI@ES AND SYLLABUSES. 
D M  SCHOOL OF BUILDING. - 
DAY APPRENTICE SCHOOL. 
Scholarship Courses for Carpenters, Plumbers, Painters, Cabinetmakers, 
and others, 30 hours' instruction wedkly. (See separate Time- 
table and other Syllabuses.) 
COURSE FOR PAINTERS' APPRENTICES, six hpurs weekly :- 
Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, 2 to 5 p.m. (Syllabus 
as set out for Evening Classes in Painters' and DecoratorsJ Work.) 
N. B.--Other Day Courses are now under. consideration. 
INTRODUCTORY BUILDING COURSE. 
ENGLISH. 
Kcadi~g:  Reading from a text book on building subjects-correct 
meanings of words-correct spelling. Lettev Writing : The essentials of 
good letter writing-forms, of address in business letters-the beginning 
and ending of a letter. Writing Ke$orfs and Descv@tioras: Preparing the ' 
outline of a report on building work-matters with which the re* 
should deal ; progress, causes of delay, difficulties of obtaining materials, 
delay in transit of materials, trouble in obtaining suitable local labour, and 
other likely matters-how to describe simply and tersely any building process 
points in such a description-outstanding features-more particular descrip- 
tions of selected portions. 
WORKSHOP ARITHWETIC. 
A rifhntetic signs : Unit s-unit s of area-simple fract i~s-decimals-  
area of triangle, rectangle, irregular quadrilat eraIs, walls of room, sides of tank, 
etc.-the circle, circumference, area, etc.-volumes and weights of rectangular 
solids, cylinders, etc.-capacity of tanks, cylindrical pipes--surface area of 
cone, pyramid .and cylinder-proportions by unitary method-percentages- 
square root-calculating costs from areas and volumes. 
BUILDING DRAWING. 
Thawing instruments-general setting out and arrangement-pk& 
scales--scale drawing-the protractor-decimal ~~de--drawing quadri - 
lateral  figure^, cutting out in paper and fiuding area-square root and its 
graphical representation--relation diameter of circle to  circumference- 
area of circle-comparison of areas of similar figures--elliptic and segmental 
cur ves--drawing in three dimensions-plans, elevations, and sections- 
simple development of surface.ccisometrica1 representation of solids. 
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN GENERAL BUILDING 
CONSTRUCTION, 
Subjects : 
1. BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. 
2. PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS, 
3. PRACTICAL GEOMETRY. 
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. 
In this class the student will be familiarised with the more 
common building materials, Practice in freehand pictorial sketch- 
ing of building details will be given, and students will be required 
to make therefrom proper working details to scale. 
During the session occasional visits will be paid to buildings in 
course of erection for the purpose of examining and sketching 
details of construction. 
FIRST YEAR. 
Foundadims : foundations and footings in ordinary soils-damp-proof 
courses. Brickwork : simple bonds of brickwork in plain tvalling--sleeper 
walls-segmental and semi-circular gauged arches-various kinds of bricks, 
and the purposes for which each is fitted. Maswry : varieties of rubble and 
ashlar walliqg-plab work on sills-wall copings-characteristics of sand- 
stones and limestones. Carpmdry a d  Joznerv: single Boors-trimming 
around well-holes and fireplaces-stud partitions-ordinary roofs, including 
king-post trusses-construction of ledged and braced and panelled doors 
-door frames. and plain jamb linings-fixing of skirtings and architraves- 
construction of cased frames and double-hung sashes-casement frames and 
=he% Slating : terms used ia slaters' work--cutting and fixing of: slates- 
treatment at eaves and ridges. PZumbing : lead gutters and flashings. 
Piaskring : composition of various coats of plaster-ordinary lathing and 
plastering of internal walls, ceilings, aqd partitions. 
TEXT BOOK.-<. F. Mitchell : Elementary Bugding Construction 
and Drawing. 
FIRST YEAR. PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS. 
Approximate calculations-fractions-areas of triangle, rectangle, 
parallelogram, trapezium, ittegt~lar quadriht eral, etc.-evaluation of formulae 
--algebraic symbols-rules as algebraic formuiae-mensuration of the circle, 
prism, cone, cylinder, pyramid- easy simple equations-transposing formulae 
-square root -the right-angled triangle, sine, cosine, and tangent of an angle 
and use of tables-perceutages-averages-graphs- of irregular 
curved figures and avera.ge values by mid-ordinate rule. 
FIRST YEAR. PRACTICAL GEOMETRY. 
Construction and use of scales-plotting of anglw by protractor, or 
trigouornetric tables---division of lines in given proportiws--measurement 
of angles in degrees-sine, cosine, and tangent of an cngle-their values by 
gra'phical methods-construction of a triangle from given data-location of 
poirats by r ectangular co-ordinates-construction of polygons -similar 
figures -enlarging and reducing figures by radial pro jection-areas of 
triangles, p.olygolis, and curved figure$-c'onstrudion of circles from specified 
data-tangents-angles in a segmemt-methods of defining positions in 
F c e ,  of pdnts, lines, and planes-horizontaI and vertical traces-inclina- 
tlons of lines and planes to  planes of, projection-prisms and pyramids- tbe 
regular tetrahedron-the sphere-the right circular cylinder and cone- 
plans, elevations, and sections of these solids mZ&FA;,;-g?& ' i; 
SECOND YEAR COURSE IN GENERAL BUILDING 
CONSTRUCTION. 
Subjects : 
1. BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. 
2. GEOMETRY AND MECHANICS. 
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. 
The instruction in the second year will give a more extended , ' 
knowledge of the subjects dealt with in the first year syllabus, 
including the following :- 
SECOPD YEAR. 
Foundations : precautions in excavations in various soils, with necessary 
strutting and timbering-concret e foundations for walls a11 d piers-damp 
proofing of basements and ventilating of underground floors. Brickwork : 
bonding in junction of walls at right angles, in fireplaces and flues-finishing 
s f  chimney stacks-hollow walls and methods of bonding them-construction 
of flat elliptical and pointed arches-corbelling. Masonry : st one dressings 
-joints and fastenings in stonework-string courses and cornices-corbelling, 
arches--well-known building stolzes, quarrying, cutting, etc. Car$entvy an'd 
Joinery : doublf, floors-centres for segmental and circular arches to 15 f t .  
span-" Flitch beams-queen-post and composite roof up to 40 ft. span- 
preparing flat roof for plumbing-box and taper gutter-trimming around 
skylights, chimneys, etc.-self-supporting wood partitions-doors in hard 
and soft woods-methods of finishing panels, framed and panelled jamb 
linings-vestibule doors a i~d  frames-French casement windows-pivot hung 
windows-skylights-dog leg and open newel stairs with trimmings. Slating : 
roof coverings, methods of fixing. Plzcmbing : ieadwork on roofs, gutters 
and flats, with rolls, drips, etc.-joints used in plumbing. Sanitary W o ~ k  : 
principles of sanitation, laying and jointing of glazed stoneware asd iron 
pipes-connection with main sewer-ventilation of drains-varieties of 
traps and gullies-testing of drains by smoke and by water. Plastering: 
plasterers' work of all kinds, with knowledge of composition of materials used. 
Painting and Glazing : properties and qualities of pigments, varnishing, oils, 
and other materials used in house painting and window glazing. 
TEXT BOOK.-Mitchell : Advanced Building Construction. 
OEOMETRY AND MECHANICS. 
SECOND YEAR. 
Areas of irregular plane figures by squared paper-mid-ordinate rule 
and Simpson's rule-mensuration of geometrical solids-volumes and weights 
of girders, floors, roof coverings--amount of exwvation in trenches for walls- 
volume of concrete in foundations, etc.-more difficult examples in plane 
geometry-construction and chief characteristics of the ellipse-further 
, - - ,>  examples of plans, elevations, and sections of solids--development and 
=',.' 
; interpenetration-general problems on lines and planes-intersecting planes and the angle between them, with practical applications-parallel and per- ' $ pendicular lines and planes--dihedral angle. Graphical statics-the triangle and polygon of forces--stresses in 
I & -  frames-parallel forces-reactions of support s-unit of force-measur ement 
I -. of force --composition and resolution of forces-moments of co~~ples-centre 
, ;-. of gravity and stabilit y-efficiency of machines, lifting tackle-friction- 
, , =  - stress, strain and elasticity. 
q 1 - 4  
I I - -  . 
, - 8; 2 I 
- 8  8 
LJ 
THIRD YEAR COURSE IN GENERAL BUILDING 
CONSTRUCTION . 
Subjll?cts : 
1. BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. 
2. APPLIED ~~ECHANICS. 
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. 
In this year of the Course the student will obtain a wider know- 
ledge of the subjects already dealt with. More time will be given 
in wil1 receive some attention 
to the making of finished drawings. Colouring, tracing and inking- , 
THIRD YEAR. 
Drawing: inking-in, tracing, colouring and lettering of drawings. 
~oundatwns-: natural and artificial foundations upon land and under water- 
timbering for excavatious--damp sites and their treatment. Bvickwork : 
bonds of all kinds--composite walls-retaining walls--ornamental con- 
struct ion in brickwork-sewer construct ion-brick manufact we-terra-cptt a - .- - 
and artificial stones-their manufacture and uses. Masortry : various kinds 
of stones-their characteristics and chemical composition and suitability for 
different climatic conditions-construction of tracery windows-arches- 
stone stairs. Carperctvy an d ,Joinery : shoring and underpinning-scaffolding 
and staging-gantries and derric.k towers-temporary building and half- 
timber work-centresfor arches, and methods employed to fix and easethem- 
open timber and other forms of roof tr  usses-dormers-turr et s-window 
frames and sashes of all kinds-shutters-lantern lights--shop fronts- 
planning and construction of stairs-timber : characteristics, defects, con- 
version, modes of seasoning, causes of decay, and means of preservation. 
PZull~bivzq and Sasitary Work : domestic hot and cold water supply--baths, 
lavatories, sinks, and w.c. fittings-waste pipes, soil pipes, and ventilating 
pipes--;sewage disposal for an isolated house-manufactwre of lead and its 
general uses. Iroltutark and Fir~proof Cons$mctiora : modern roof trusses up !o 
fort v- five feet span--st eel jaist s and st anchions-fireproof construct ion ln 
, 1 .. floors, roofs and stairs. TEXT BOOK.-Mitphell : Advanced Building Construct iar 1. 
APPLIED MECHANICS. 
' THIRD YEAR, 
Revision of the Secoad Year's work 011 moments, couples and centres 
i of gravity-graphlc statics-Bow's notation-space and force diagrams- link polygons for parallel and nou-parallel forces-further consideration of 
8 stresses in frame structures, such as roof trusses up to  45 ft. span-dead load 
' and wind pressure diagrams-diagrams for structtlre!! not in one plane, such 
as are required for the stresses in shear legs, derrick cranes, etc.- stress and 1 ' strain-elastic limits-elastic constants-working stresses-factors of safety 
I , I '  -the t d i n g  of materials by compression, tension, and bending-conc8ntratcd 
8 : and distributed loads on beams and cantilevers-shearing force and bending 
I ' -  moment dia ams-the use of vector and link polygons in determining shearing 
I:.: , - - forces and %ending moments-thmv of simple bending --distribution of 
8 .. , stress intensity-momeut of resifltance-application of formulae far moments 
I 8 , ' of inertia--section modu~us-strmgth of beam of standard sections-eom- 
,, b e d  bmdmg and direct stress--common examples of eccentric loaag-  
', " pillars and application of well-known formulae - various forms of stanchions 1 and built-up struts- the use of manufacturers' pocket-books in the choice of 
! - , sections for beams and struts, stanchion bases and caps, connections for roof 
FOURTH YEAR CO'URSE IN GENERAL BUILDING 
CONSTRUCTION. 
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. 
FOURTH YEAR. 
House planning-productmn of complete drawings of a small building 
with simple specifications and such working drawings as are usually supplied 
to a builder-heating systems-ventilation-methods of house sewage disposal 
in tmn and country-gas and electric lighting in their relation to building 
work-fireproof floors--steelwork generally-the manufacture, characteristics, 
and general uses of all classes af building materials, and the tests applied tb 
ascertain their behaviom under various conditions. 
APPLIED MECHANICS. 
FOURTH YEAR. 
. Vetrious types of roof trusses and spans for which they are suitable- 
determination of stresses by tbe method of sectiorls-desiga of roof truss 
aaembers--outline of design of plate or braced girder of uniform depth- 
~ti$c~lgtions ;for deflection of a beam uuder specified conditions of loading- 
'p~qxks~le  deflPlctio~-camber---columns under eccentric and central loads- 
d e s k  of low struts in braced structures--simple calculations relating t o  
masonry dams, retaining walls, piers and bnttresses, foundations, small span 
arches, chimney--safe pramre on foundations in dSerent olasses of earth- 
distribution of pressure-resultant pressure in retaining walls-the importance 
of wind pressure in lofty struicrtuses-%aid pr$sstw'echanges of velocity and 
pressure along the stream lines in fluids-friction ia pipes-simpl& hydrhlic 
h a c b h e ~ .  
HONOURS COURSE IN GENERAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. 
511 
S%bj& : 
2. BUILDING CONSTRUCTIOM. 
1 .  
Fgmzs. XEAR, 
- I  Ferro-oonwete barns a d  tkoors, roofs, aolumas, Wmneys, ~etaining 
w*, 'tPntr, cosddts, bndgas, '@is, stc., a d  dcuhtions thereon-Vathuh 
q e J 1 - ~ ~ 6  Ipgtcmia of fsrroconcrete~constrqctio~ p46 their rdatiur advaG- 
t~eg~psacStkd etails mnaxniag femo~oncretvte wsr.k--~~e&& a d  
epecificat ions. 
'$b FIRST YEAR COURSE IN ARCHITECTURE. b Lr:m Subjects : 
I - 
.. ' 1. BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. 
2 PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS AXD PRACTICAL GE 
'BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS AND 
PRACTICAL GEOMETRY. 
.,' . , [Syllabuses as fov First Year  Geneva1 BuiBding Coastmction Course.) 
& HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE. 
FIRST YEAR. 
Egyptian, Greek and Roman Archit ect ur e-free sketching and drawing 
of typical mouldings and examples of construction. 
This work may be supplemented by modelling and casting by the pre- 
paration of templets and the running of mouldin@ in plastes. 
. SECOND YEAR COURSE IN ARCHITECTURE. 
Subjacts : 
I. BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. 
2. GEOMETRY AND MECHANICS. 
3. HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING AND DESIGN. 
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION A N D  GEOMETRY AND MECHANICS. 
(SyElabuses as for Second Year  Course i n  General Building Colzstrz?cctim.) 
1 HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE. PLANNING AND DESIGN. 
SECOND YEAR. 
# -  - Romanesque and Byzantine Archit ecture-characteristic mouldings and 
15 examples of construction. 
This work may be supplemented by modelling, drawing from the antique, 
Attention will be giveu to the planning and designd simple structures. 
THIRD YEAR COURSE IN ARCHITECTURE. 
Subjtxts : 
1. BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, 
-2. PERSPECTIVE AND DRAWING FRON THE ANTIQUE, 
3. HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE. 
.., BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, 
(Sjitlabus as for Third Year  Cowse +TZ GertefaZ Building-GmsWctwn.3 
PERSPECTIVE ANP DRAWING FROM THE ANTIQUE.' 
BIRD YEAR. 
In perspective, architectural examples will be chosen. Tirese will be 
carefully graded to  suit the ability of the individual. -In dray& from the 
antique the examples will be &m&n in the same way. 
r e$[zGJ&-7 9-. - - l l  
TI#IRD YEAR HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE. 
Medi~val Architecture and the Renaissance--talian Renaissance 
om.--,4? eytensim of this Course will be considered. 
> - 
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FIRST .YEAR COURSE IN CARPENTRY AND JOINERY. 
Subjects : 
1 CARPENTRY AND JOINERY (PRACTICAL). 
2. PRACTICAL GEOMETRY AND CALCULATIONS. 
CARPENTRY AND JOINERY (PRACTICAL). 
FIRST YEAR. 
Examples to suit students' ability will be chosen. The necessary rosrs 
and timber will be provided by the Schools. 
PRACTICAL GEOMETRY AND CALCULATIONS. 
FIRST YEAR. 
See SylZabu6es lor PvaclliccsZ GeoMry a ~ d  Practical Mcathcm&ics oj' First Year 
Course i% Gewad Buitddag Cmstv%ctio~. 
ECOND YEAR COURSE IN CARPENTRY AND JOINERY. 
Subjects : 
1. CARPENTRY AND JOINERY (PRACTICAL). 
2. CARPENTRY AND JOINERY (DRAWING AND LECTURE). 
CARPENTRY AND JOINERY (PRACTICAL). 
SRCOWD YEAR. 
Examples to  zqit the students' ability will be chosen. 
9 >,.:-.'L; * # E , ~  L4 1 .. - -. ' 
. . , %-.p3.,>.L+' 
THIRD YEAR COURSE IN CARPENTRY AND JOINERY. 
Sabjects : 
1. CARPENTRY AND JOINERY (PRACTICAL). 
2, CARPENTRY AND JOINERY (DRAWING AND LECTURE) 
hGn; &shes-casemene frames-~Gench -window ~ - ~ i v o t  -hung sashes- 
&Gmon and trussed-king post truss with details--queen gost truss 
m a n s a r d  truss-bevels for oblique work generally-roof bevels- 
l a@hs  and bevels for hip, valley, and jack rafters-roof bevels for purl* 
backing for hips and va!eys--strength of joists and beams-single, double, 
m d  f rame  floors-detalls of floors, trimming around hearths, e t c .4og-  
legged stalrs, with details-open newel and geometrical stairs--details of 
circular louvreq-nature and properties of various timbers-raking, flying, 
and dead shores-exercises in the use of the steel square. 
oofs ; hammer-beam and calk-beam-trusses of spspecial form, ghin roofs-? 
t roofs, circular and polygonal-niches-lantern lights-centres for 
spans ; elliptical, segmental, et c.-raking, horizontal and shoring for 
fronts-timber bridges-platform gantry and scaffolding-traveller 
y-derrick-t ow er gantrv-geometrical st a iscase-staircase details 'and 
sash frames-balancing shutters 
, cupboards, enclosures, etc.- 
. and with parallel jambs-circle- 
fronts, with roller shutters and 
and wall cases--couatbr cases, 
e use of tlle steel sqtttke-wood- 
r a g  mwbhery, planer, spindle, cicular saw and band saw. 
&--AD YBAI( CARPENTRY AND JOINERY (PRACTICAL). 
Examples to suit the students' ability will be chosen. 
. 
CARPENTRY AND JOINERY (LECTURE AND DRAWING). 
, rrl 
THIRD YfEAK. 
1 ~ 4 1 4  doors of various liinds-jamb linings and solid door frames- Ei: .d 
d M  hed stile doors-swing doors-double-margin door and details- qL - 
fmmed. ledged, and braced doors-vard gates-cased frames and double- 
hns6tal light -circular -h eadad sash frames, cased and solid-part it ions, 
BOOK.--Wilson : Carpent.ry and Joinery. 
KS OF REFERENCE .-G. Ellis : Modern Practical Carpentry, 
odern Practical Joinery. 
FOURTH YEAR COURSE IN CARPENTRY AND JOINERY, 
Subjects : 
1. CARPENTRY AND JOINERY (PRACTICAL). 
2. CARPENTRY AND TOINERY (DRAWING AND LECTURE). 
CARPENTRY AND JOINERY (PRACTICAL). 
OURTH YEAR. 
Examp1e.s to suit the students' ability will be chosen. 
CARPENTRY AND JOINERY (LECTURE AND DRAWIAIG). 
F%RTH YEAR. 
Roofing of. difficult r~lans. cuts and bevels for members-open timber 
li;maaGental f i n i ~ h i ~ ~ s ~ m e a i h  f& auart er circle st air-wrath for half-turn 
TEXT Boo~.-Wilson : Carpentry and Joinery. 
BOOKS OF REFEREWCE.-MO~~~ Practical Carpentry, and 
Modern Practical Joinery, by George Ellis. 
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN PLUMBERS' WORK. 
PLUMBERS' WORK (LECTURE AND DRAWING)& ' 
FIRST YEAR. 
EZemmtary Scimacc : effect'of heat on solids, liquids'and gases-cause $5 
used in plumbing. CaEcuEatimzs : duodecimals-mensuration of plane figUkes 
- 
-areas of sloping and curved roof surfaces-pyramidal, conical and'spherieal 
-'. ' roof coveri.ngs--estimating, quantity and ,cost of materials-cald.ulatiS1g 
capacities of pipes, tanks, boilers, cylinders, etc. G80metry : application of 
geometrical construction to  cutting out sheet metals for covering dormers, 
I gutters, lantern lights, &c.--development and int erpenetrat ian as- applied t o  
pipes, ventilators, roofs, vessels, etc.-projection-plans, elevation,' sect'ibns, 
and details of pieces of work in plumbing, sheet metal work, d c .  
In the subsequent years of the. Course the Calculations and 
Geometry will be of the same practical nature, but of . ,  a more I 
. . 
TEXT BOOK.-Bennett : Technical Plumbing. 
PLUMBERS WORK (PRACTICAW. 
Se# Syllabus under Third Year Course. 
PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY. 
See Syllabus trnder Third Yeav Couvss, 
SECOND YEAR COURSE IN PLUMBERS' WORK. 
Subjects : 
1. PLUMBERS' WORK (LECTURE AND DRAWING). 
2. PLUMBERS' WORK (PRACTICAL). 
THIRD YEAR COlJRSE IN PLUMBERS' WORK. 
Subjects : 
1. PLUMBERS' WORK (LECTURE AND DRAWING). 
2. PLUMBERS' WORK (PRACTICAL). 
This C w s e  will be fomd suatable for those applying for Certificata 
of Registration. I 
PLUMBERS' WORK (LECTURE AND DRAWING). -1: 
I SECOND YEAR. Properties and Uses of Materids : relative strengths, under various pressures, of lead, cast iron, wrought iron, and copper tubes-nature and . uses of seamless lead pipes, tin and tin-lined pipes, sheet lead pipes, and method 
of joining. Extevnal Roof Work : covering of flats, gutters, cesspools, dormers, . 1 
skylights, etc.-principles of jointing sheet lead by rolls, welts, drips, and passings 
--development of surfaces-making of working drawings. Hot Watev Appava- 
$us: principles of hot water circulation for domestic and other purposes- 
cylinder and tank sy$ems--boilers and taps-matqial used in valve seatings, 
packing, ettc., systems in use for prevention of furring of pipes and boilers. 
Sa~itary  AMlia~ces : water-closets, their fittings and supply-water-wash 
preventers-baths, lavatories, sinks, etc.-traps-momentum, waving out, 
and syphonage of traps and methods of preventing same-house cisterns, their 
construction and fitting-traps, pipes, fittings, 4and other materials used in 
house drain construction. Mechanical Applia~ces : the multiplication of power 
by water pressure, as, illustrated by hydraulic press-pumps-construction 
and uses of different kinds of pumps-hydraulic ram, etc. 
TEXT BOOK.-S. S. Hellyer : Principles an&Bactice of Plumbing ; 
or W. P. Buchan : Plumbing. I 
BOOK OF  REFERENCE.^^. R. Maguire : Domestic Sanitary 
Drainage and Plumbing, 
I 3twents will find the instruction given in this Cowse suitable for the Final Examination of the City and Guilds of London Institute, and for the Examination of the Royal Sanitary Institute. 
PLUMBERS' WORK (PRACTICAL). 
SECOND YEAR. 
Ses Syllc4bas ac40delr Third Year Course: 
PLUMBERS' WORK (LECTURE AND DRAWING). 
THIRD YEAR. 
Water : sources, properties, qualities ; deep and shallow wells, springs- 
storage, filtration; and distribution-pollution : causes and prevention- 
quantity per head for private purposes-rain-fall-flow of water in channels 
and pipes-calculations of velocities. Hot Water and Heating : method of 
obtaining large supplies-heating buildings by hot water or st eam-high 
and low pressure systems-sizes of pipes and boilers-radiating surfaces 
for heating-heating surfaces of boilers. Ventilation : systems of ventilation 
for private dwellings and public buildings. Drainage : setting out town and 
country house drainage-sewers-storm overflow-sewage gas, and ventila- 
tion of sewers-sewage disposal for isolated country houses-testing drains 
and waste pipes-arrangement and fitting of sanitaryappliances. Plans and 
Speci@ations : preparation of specifications and quantities, making of 
workbig drawings to scale-measuring work. Bye-Laws : Local Authorities' 
Bye-Laws and Regulations. 
TEXT BOOK.-S. S. Hellyer : Principles and Practice of Plumbing. 
BOOKS OF REFERENCE.-AS for Second Year Course. 
PLUMBERS' WORK (PRACTICAL). ' 
FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD YEARS. 
Straightening sheet lead and tin, lead pipes, etc.-preparation of seams 
for soldering sheet lead and tin-soldering sheet lead with fine, tinman's, and 
plumbing solder-preparat ion of solder, soil, etc.-preparation of joints for 
soldering with iron, blowpipe, and plumbing metal-joint making (copper 
bit, blowpipe, plumbing)-caulking joints with lead and rust cement-joints 
of earthenware and stoneware pipes-lead working into varilous forms- 
pipe fixing-pipe bending-lead burning. 
An exhibition of students' practical work will be held at the 
close of the Session. 
PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY FOR PLUMBERS. 
This subject is of the greatest importance to Plumbers, and 
zorms part of the First Year Course. 
General Properties of Matter : measurement of length, area and volume- 
determination of density-measurement of force-centres of gravity-the 
lever-the principle of work. Fluid Pressure : nature and modes of rneasure- 
OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING AND CUTTING. 
. , 
THEORETICAL INSTRUCTIOIPl 
PRACTICAL WORK. 
[Ionic Order.) . 
This specimen of Students' Work secured first place in 1 Great Britain and Ireland, and was awarded First Prize I 
and Silver Medal, City and Guilds of London. L, j 
COURSE IN PLASTERERS' WORK. 
. Subjacts : 
PLASTERERS' WORK [$&?*ECTUI(E AND DRAWING:. 
PLASTERERS' WOBS @%%CTICAL AND THEORETICAL). 
MODELLING AND CASTING. 
PLAbTIEttERW WORK. 
G&erd SyZkbus of fuB Coacvse. 
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN PAINTERS'AND DECORATORS' WORK 
PAINTERS' AND DECORATORS' WORK. 
.. 
I TEXT Boo~.--Ellis Davidson : House Painting, Graining, a rb l ing ,  and Sign Writing for all Classes. 
DRAWING AND DESIGN* 
. FIRST YEAR. 
Ses Syllabzts u n d r  T h i d  Ymr Couvse. 
SECOND YEAR COURSE IN PAINTERS' AND DECORATORS' 
WORK. 
PAINTERS' AND DECORATORS' W O R K  
DRAWINO AND DESIBN. 
S~com, mna. *'># ~ 9 e a x m  . . 
SM SyllaSrus m a t  '. Third Year Course. 
'w';- '; 
THIRD YEAR COURSE IN PAINTERS' AND DECORATORS' 
WORK). 
Szdbjects : 
1. PAINTERS' AND DECORATORS' WORK. 
2. DRAWING AND DESIGN. 
'PAINTERS' AND DECORATORS' WORK. 
THIRD YEAR. 
SeIection of plant and tools for jobs, the testing of steps, ladders, etc,- 
arrangement of scaffolding for painters-testing colours, pigments, oils, 
turpentine and driem-quantities for given work-action of successive coats 
of paint upon preceding coats-arrangements of men when painting largeJ 
surfaces-painting ornament, and gilding on distemper-use of distempe~ 
a n  other than plaster grounds-stencilling-punctuatioa, gilding and pre- 
paration of grounds, etc., for sign-writing and lettering-use of imitative 1 
.effects of material and texture such as brpnze, ivory, etc.-representation oJ I 
inlays, marquebrie, etc.-polychrornatic stencilling-matt and burnish 
gilding, etc.--chemical staining-preparation of stain--comparative value0 
s f  water, oil and spirit staining--colour values and qualities-how to decide 
.a colour scheme-selection and hanging of special papers, such as textile 
fabrics, imitation leather, Japanese grass cloth and relief materials- 
-measurement of painter's work, quantities and pricing. 
DRAWING AND DESIGN. 
-FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD YEARS. 
Designs for friezes, dado borders, string courses, plasters, planels, corner 
pieces, breaks, centres, diaper-heraldic devices-ornamental lettering. ; - _ ,, :; '
short texts to scale-drawings for imitation of inlaid woods and marble- - , , 
rough sketches for schemes of decoration--scales and working 
schemes of decoration-working out sketches with measuremen 
existing buildings, and setting to given scale-drawing of histori 
sketches of Lunette, Cartouche. 
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN CABINET-MAKERS' WORK. 
CABINET-MAKING (DRAWING AND LECTURE). 
FIRST YEAR 
Nature and properties of various kinds of wood used in cabinet-making', 
with ports or places from which they are obtained-most suitable woods for 
construction-groundwork and veneers-best methods of seasoning and 
preparing for use--cabinet-making toals-names and uses-plain joints : 
dowelling, tongueing, dovetding-methods of setting out and constructin@: 
mouldings ; different names--preparation of working drawings-veneering 
surfaces-proper use of veneer-p~eparation of grounds and veneers, with 
methods of making work stand after veneering-cabinet brass-wark : hinges, 
joint stays, bolts and locks-methods of fixing and their different advantages- 
methods of measuring and setting out shaped window seats, cowce poles 
and dmpery laths-hints with regard to the fi.t2ing up and comple'tion of 
furnitme for the showroom. 
TEXT BOOK.-Bitmeak Cabine 
CABINET-MAKING (PRACTICAL). 
This Class forms part of the Course and must be taken in con- 
junction with the Drawing and Lecture Class in Cabinet -making. 
The object of this Class is to afford the Student an opportunity 
of applying in a practical manner the knowledge gained at the 
theoretical and drawing lessons. 
FIRST YEAR. 
TooJs : principles underlying their construction--proper metliad of 
sharpening and using-making of joints as uged in cabinet work, incluehg 
dowelling, tongueing, dovetailing-construction of simple mouldings by 
hand-preparation of machine-made mouldings far the pobsher. Vmseriszg : 
preparation of groundwork-veneerifkg with caul and hammer, including rails 
and panels in straight and curved work, crossbanding dircylar .rinhs, cleafig 
up veneered surfaces-proper methods, of affixibg hinges, joint s b p ,  bolb 
and locks-fitting up furniture for the showroom, including proper methods 
of fastening glass--proper metb~ds of affixing carnice poles, window seats, 
and cosy comers. 
The necessary tools and timber will be provided by the Schoo!s. 
SECOND AND THIRD YEAR COURSE IN CABINET-MAKERS' 
WORK. 
Subjects : 
I. CABINET-MAKING (DRAWING AND LECTURE). 
2. CABINET-MAKING (PRACTICAL). 
CABINET-MAKING (DRAWING AND LECTURE). 
SECOND AND THIRD YEARS. 
Nature and properties of the various kinds of wood used in cabinet- 
making, their suitability for decorative work, their diseases and how to 
minimise their effect before and after being converted into furniture- 
mechanical actions, such as are used in cylinder fall desks, writing tables, 
dumb waiters, etc.---cliff erent methods of' expanding dining tables-cabinet 
brass work : hinges, joint stays, bolts and locks-best methods of fixing- 
inlaying and veneering with tortoiseshell, ivory, mother-of-pearl, and metals- 
pre aration and methods of applying veneers to flat and sweep work--styles 
of furniture and the periods to which they belong-joints: plain copper, 
dowelling, tongueing, and dovetailing, secret lap and secret mitre dove- 
tailing-methods of setting out-construction of working drawings from 
student's own designs. 
CABINET-MAKING (PRACTICAL). 
In this Class difficult pieces of Cabinet work will be undertaken, 
and the complete setting out and working of pieces of furniture. 
More advanced work on the l?irst Year Course, and, in addition :- 
Inlaying and veneering with tortoiseshell, ivory, mother-of-pearl, and 
metals-preparation of groundwork and veneering of difficult pieces of 
cabinet work-making of joints, such as secret lap and secret mitre dovetail, 
knuckle rule, and finger-construction of difhcult Roman and Grecian 
mouldings by hand. 
Students taking the City and Guilds Final Examination in 
Cabinet-making will find this Class suitable for the construction of 
the specimen of practical work to be submitted to the Examiners. 
The necessary tools and a supply of ordinary timber uc-ill tje 
provided by the Schools. 
COURSE IN UPHOLSTERY. 
7 k  Cazsrse wi1I occupy two Sessions. 
1 
GENERAL SYLLABUS-LECTURE AND PRACTICAL WORK. 
FIRST AND SECOND YEARS* 
Proper preparation of framework for upholstering. Materi zbs us& : 
Leather, leather-cloth, velvet, saddle-bags, tapestry, r ~ i n e ,  lace, etc.-use 
of springs-upholstering to suit various styles of furmture-treatment of 
couches, sofas, settees, and chairs of various kinds-re-upholstering old work- 
re-conditioning of old maCerials-enameUing old frames for necessary repairs 
--tools and  appliance^ used in upholstery. 
WOOD-CARVING. 
The course of instruction in Wood-carving includes a lecture and 
drawing class on one evening, practical work on one or two evenings, 
and a suitable Art class in drawing and design on another evening. 
The practical work will be of a progressive nature and selected in 
each case to suit the skill of the individual student. 
FIRST YEAR. 
The use and names of tools used in wood-carving-sharpening of tools- 
stones employed-various Woods made use of-treatment of the different 
classes of wood-the influence and effect of grain-setting out and starting a 
piece of work-first stage in the working of a pattern-second stage in the 
working of a pattern-modelling the work-finishing the work-imple 
patterns of carving with one or two tools--ornamental forms in soft and hard 
timber--carving in flat and broad treatment in yellow pine-carving in hard 
timber and how to treat same-simple panels from casts-conventional 
foliage in different styles from cast-natural forms of foliage--how to treat 
practically in wood-geometrical patterns and freehand ornament contrasted 
in their application to furniture and architectural work. 
- SECOND AND HIGHER YEARS. 
The work of the Italian Renaissance explained and examples given-the 
French Renaissance explained-natural foliage and geometrical treatment- 
the Gothic periods-Norman periods-early English period--decorated 
period-perpendicular styles-examples of architectural treatment-carvings 
zs applied to furniture-individuality of style explained and examples given. 
COURSE IN COACH TRIMMING, 
COURSE IN COACH AND MOTOR-CAR BOLIY BUILDING. 
VIRST AND SECOND YEARS. 
Construction of scalis and their use-timber used in Coach Building and 
Motor Body work-measuring and valuing-natural and artificial seasoning, 
and the urn of bent timber-iron and steel : process of forging and welding- 
how to tell the quality of steel and iron-precautions when forging or temper- 
ing various kinds of iron and steel-aluminium and other metals used for 
panels, wings, etc.--designing and drawing side view,' plan and back view of 
carts, waggonettes, landaus, victorias, broughams and other carriages, open or 
dosed, and motor bodies-designing, drawing and making joints in coach- 
hilding-sizes of poles, bars and shafts for various horses or ponies-position 
of tug stops and staples, etc.-varieties of under-carriages-wheels with 
wooden spokes, including artillery patterns-sections of hubs, spokes and 
tyres, channels, pneumatic tyres, etc.---sizes and shapes of axles and springs 
and motor axlempring making and methods of testing springs a d  axles ; 
setting them true and fixing-shock absorbers-ironwork on bodies and car- 
riages-lever brakes--foot brakes-wind screen-ironwork for luggage, tyre 
carriers, grids, etc.-to& used by body builders: sketches and descriptions 
-common workshop appliances and machinery--designing and drawing all 
kinds of motor bodies-making working drawings for use in the shop, such as 
drawings of ironwork, sections of framing and of nave-alculating the sizes 
of wheels, springs, axles, and the quantity of timber required-writing out 
workshop orders--speciffig the work to be done ,to a carriage or motor car 
when worn or damaged-estimating the cost of repairs-the general principles 
of costing-remedying of defects such as noise or vibration-methods of 
overcoming difficulties of construction, as in making folding hoods and seats, 
movable canopies and brougham tops, landaulette pillars and door tops. 
COURSE IN COACH PAINTING. 
The  Cowse  will o c c ~ p y  8wo Sessions. 
G ~ N E R A L  S YLLABUS-LECTURE, DRAWING AND PRACTICAL WORK, 
FIRST AND SECOND YEARS. 
Painting : materials used and process of painting and varnishing- 
preparation of paint from crude or dry colour-properties of oils, varnishes 
and other materials used-lettering, cresb, etc.-tods used by paintew, 
care and use-workshop appliances. 
The Cwrse will occq5y two Sesszms. 
G s ~ ~ n m  SYLLABUS-~~CT~~RE AND PRACTICAL WORK, 
FIRST AND SECOND YEARS. 
Trimming materials: leather doth, lace, &c.-methods of sewing, 
sto&ng, eta-rnarkilig out materials, especially with a ~ i e w  to appearance 
and economy-flat and curved mk-tools and appliances employed. 
COURSE IN RAILWAY CARRIAGE AND WAGON BUILDING. 
The  Course will occq@y two Sessims. 
FIRST AND SECOND YEARS. 
Construction and use of scales-principles of projection-making detail 
drawings of standard wagons-freehand sketching of details-proper pro- 
portioning and dimensioning. Drawing and specifications of open goods 
wagon. Description and properties of cast iron, wrought iron, mild steel, cast 
steel, malleable cast iron-manufacture and machining qualities-suitabili of 
these materials for various purposes. Explanation of hand tools and simple 
machines used in saw mill, body and finishing shops. Description of timbers 
used in carriage and wagon construction-characteristics, seasoning, shrinkage, 
and defects of timber. Ex lanation of loading gauge, as regards limitation 
to sire of rolling stock. d r k i n g  drawings of wagon underframes-study of 
carriage and wagon component parts-block plans with seating accommoda- 
tion of various types of carriage-different types of wagon stock in common 
use. Elementary treatment of trimming, painting, and finishing, 
COURSE IN WOODCUTTING MACHINERY. 
The Cowss wid! ocmpy two Sessim. 
WOODCUTTING MACHINERY (THEORY AND PRACTICE). 
FIRST AND SECOND YEARS. 
Genera1 Woodworking Machinery covering the following branches :- 
Saw MilJ Work : circular sawhg {feed and hand)-deal frame sawing- 
log frame sawing-four cutter moulding machine. 
Jodaavy, Machivat? ~WovR : planing machines-bandsawing ma&hes-- 
three cutter mulding machines-~phdle madding machines (Frat& stnd 
English)--tenoning and scribing machines, 
Shop F i t t i ~ g  a d  C&'sast Machd%ar Work : spindle moulding (Rat& a d  
English)-handsa\Ying-fretsawing+kcalm Sawing~~0i t :khg.  
GENERAL. 
Making cutters for specific puurposes-bandsaw brazing, jointing and 
sharpening-brazing and tempering--circular saw sharpening and ~etkhg- 
belt stitchmg and lacing-belt jointing-machining of doors--drawing- 
economical conversion of timber-cutter balance and setting up of machines- 
pepration of cutters and running of mouldings of all kinds-groovmg, 
tenoning and mortising. 
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN BRICKLAYING. 
BRICKLAYING (DRAWING AND THEORY). 
PIRST YEAR. 
B&Ks : Essentials of ordinary building bricks-well-known varieties- 
practical tests-approximate weight and dimensions. Mortws : cements, 
limes, sand and other ingzedients-proportions-preparation and mixing. 
Concrete : ingredients-proportions-preparation and mixing, F o ~ n d a t i m  :
concrete and brick footings-cause and prevention of dampness in buildings- 
land drains. Terns a& Processes : meaning of various terms used- 
function of mortar-effect of thickness of joints-strength and durability-- 
approximate costs. Bmdisg : necessity for bond-various systems of 
bonding-value of these systems! in regard to stability, economy and ap ear- 
ance. Pointing : vasious methods-advantages and disadvantages o! the 
dserent methods-composition of pointing mortars, Brick Arches : object 
of arches--different type+-bond in arches-setting out of the various types. 
Elmtewtary Prdnoipks of St&ics as affecfing Brickzetork : calculation of weight- 
determination of pressure. Measwmend of Wwk and Materials : 'mount 
of excavation required-volume of concrete and brickwork in foundations 
and footings exmessed in rods. sumr or cubic mds-quantities of materials 
required for a ;articular piece-of ~~rk -~wm<b-y  as ap ayers: 
work. 
BRlCKLAYING (PRACTICAL)- 
FIRST YEAR. 
* Methods of bonding in walls of various thicknesses-preparation , of 
foundation and footings-position of damp-proof courses-position of vents-ti 
laying and jointing of chin  pipes-pointing a piece of brickwork in various 
wa s--cutting of simple arches-cutting the skew-back-~@e weathering 
to guttresses-corbelling-jundions of walls-plain tiling. 
1. BRICKLAYING (DRAWING AND THEORY). 
BRICKLAYING (DRAWING AND THEORY). 
SECOND YEAR. 
Bricks : essentials of facing bricks-method of testing-hand-made 
and machine-made bricks-well-known varieties, local and other. hfovtars 
and Cmcrete : more intimate knowledge of these materials-eff ect of frost and 
rapid drying-water roofingybject of steel reinforcemeat-correct fixing of 
ranforcing bars. $onding : application of the systems to obtuse and acute 
angles, reveals .and jambs-specid boading-Woken bond-bonding in 
hollow walls and curved walls-copings-cutting to gables over arches- 
brick paving. Domestic Chimreeys and Fireplaces : dimensions, form and 
course of fireplaces-prevention of moky chimneys-bonding of stacks- 
grouping of flues and construction o$ fireplaces. Walls of Brick a d  Stone : 
adding new work to old-hase-bon&ag-block-bonding-toothing-metal 
ties. Roof and Weather TiZi~g : plain tiles-pan tiles-characteristics of 
good tiles-floor tiles. Arches amd Gauged Faciegs : setting out of elliptical 
and other arches-gauged brickwork in walls and piers-moulded brickwork. 
Drains : essentials of good drain pipes--course, fall and construction of 
drains-construcMon of manholes and ingpction shafts-fixing of gullies, 
Stability of WnlJs a ~ d  Piers : principle of moments-graphical representation 
of forces ~n one p l a n m n t r e s  of gravity of walls, buttresses and retainirig 
w a b - d e  loads on brickwork and wnwete-bearing power of various 
soils and safe loads-usual modes of measuring any of the work comprised 
in the foregaing-geometry as applied to bricklayers' work. 
BRICKLAYING (PRACTICAL). 
Bonding : various systems of bonding in obtuse and acute angles- 
bonding in rebated jambs-special and broken bonding--how walls- 
curved walls-cutting and bonding in elliptic and other arches--cui%hg 
brickwork over arches-cutting to gables. B d i n g  in Chimr~ey-breab, 
Fi~eplaces and Flaras : gathering of flues-setting of kitchen range and register 
grate. Pr@aration of Gauged Arcks with piece of gauged face-wovh : use of 
moulded bricks in panels, string-courses and comices-construc~on of man- 
holes and inspection shafts-hying and jointing of drain pipes and connecting 
up to gullies and soil pipes-preparation of reinforced concrete lintel-con- 
strutting a small egg-shaped sewer. Tiling : plain and ornamental-bonding 
buttresses and building ~nverted arches. 
Practice will be afforded in setting out pieces of brickwork from 
architectural drawings. 
COURSE IN MASONRY AND STONEWTTING. 
Geomety : Simple examples of the application of Plane and Solid 
Geometry to Masonry--explanation of simple terms used in masonry- 
use' of scale. Mouldings : names and descriptions-enlarging and diminishing. 
Arches : historical development-method of setting out. Moulds : prepara- 
tion of moulds of various kinds-mensuration applied to masonry. Walls : 
various kinds-rubble, ashlar and composite-securing same against damp. 
Wir~zdows : mullioned and corbelled. Stai~s : straight and geombtrical-points 
in stairs and landings. Sfme : simple description of limestone and sandstone- 
quarrying. Tracegy W i d o w s  : setting out-history and development. 
Mouldings : simple and complex-polygonal bases, columns and caps. 
Materials : care in selection, method of booking and ordering. A$pZianws : 
description-method of using. Ciwb-on- Circbe Work : difficulty of con- 
struction-precautions in fining. Roofs : construction of simple stone roofs 
for porches. - - A -  ' , "  : - -  + . .  - - +.. .-.. - 
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COURSE IN GEOMETRICAL HANDRAILING. 
(Ofien only to Journeyme% Car# enters.) 
The accommodation available for this course being limited, 
preference will be given to applicants who are past students of the 
Schools. Those who wish to secure a place should make early 
application. 
SYLLABUS. 
Setting out wreath for quarter circle plan-method of obtaining the 
face mould and bevel-practical work---cutting wreath from the plank, 
bevelling, squaring, and moulding-setting out wreath for semi-circular plan- 
arrangement of risers-how to obtain the face moulds and bevels for equal 
and unequal pitches-cutting wreath from the plank, bevelling and squaring, 
joining to straight rail, %to.--seeing out terminal scroll and wreath-method 
of obtaining bevels, face moulds and falling lines, jointing and moulding 
complete-s&hg out wreath over quarter space of winders ; obtaining face 
I 
mould aad bevels ; working and moulding wreath-setting out wrath  for 
ship's stair, with quadrant well and level l anFg ,  the wrath  being in two 
pieces. 
Students will require to provide themselves with the ordinary 
drawing instruments and drawing paper. The Schools will supply 
the necessary woodworking tools and timber. 
COURSE IN BUILDERS' QUANTITIES. 
The Class is intended to supply a course of elementary msrruc- 
tion in Quantity Surveying, as practised in Dublin and District, to 
Architects', Surveyors', and Builders' pupils and assistants, and 
others engaged in the building trade. Intending students should 
have a practical knowledge of Building Construction and Drawing, 
and be versed in the elements of mensuration. Instruction will be 
given in the usual methods of taking off, abstracting, and putting 
into estimating form, the materials and labour required in the 
various trades. 
The instruction will be given mainly by lectures illustrated by 
blackboard sketches ; in addition, questions for homework will be 
set weekly. 
Students will be required to provide themselves with a set of 
paper scales. 
SYLLABUS. 
Quanti6ies and Specifications : general explanation of both, with their 
essential differences. Taking-off : explanation and description of various 
methods of taking-off, with simple examples ; squaring dimensions. 
Abstracting : explanation ; gen era1 hints and simple examples reducing 
the alternative estimates. Billing and Pricing : explanation ; general hints 
and simple examples. 
The mode of measurement and description of the  following :- 
Excavator and Drainer : excavations over surface, and for basements 
and trenches ; disposal of material ; strutting and planking--drains , pipes, 
bends, junctions, traps, inspection chambers, connections t o  sewers. Brick- 
layer : concrete in foundations ; floors and walls ; common brickwork. 
including party walls ; chimney breasts ; boundary walls ; openmgs ; 
battered and circular work ; work in cement ; damp courses ; pointing ; 
cuttings ; beam filling ; trimmer and reLieving arches .; facings ; moulded 
courses, etc. IC/Pason : rubble walling ; wallstone and ashlar facing ; dressings; 
including plinths, sills, strings, cornices, copings, heads, templates ; flagging 
steps, square and spandril ; hearths ; landings. Cavpenter and Jozn er : 
centring ; Aoors ; roofs ; p'ditions ; windows ; doors, staircases, etc. 
Inonfounder and Smith : cast-iron work in pillars ; pipes ; beams and gutters ; 
rolled and built steel girders : and iron roofing. Slater and Tiler: straight ; 
circular and vertical ; eaves course ; cuttings ; ridges ; hips and valleys. 
Plumber and Zi.rac Work : flats; gutters; cisterns ; flashings; bends; 
stock gutters and pipes in cast-iron ; bath and lavatory fittings, etc. Glazier : 
sheet, ground, rolled, and polished plate and lead lights. Plasterer : lime- 
washing walls ; rendering on walls ; lath and plastering ceilings and partitions ; 
cornices ; enrichments ; soffits ; cement dadoes and skirtings. Painter : 
Painting on walls, wood and iron, external or internal ; graining, staining. 
varnishing, and lettering. 
TEXT BOOB-W. E. Davis : Quantities and Quantity Taking. 
COURSE IN LAND SURVEYING AND LEVELLING. 
The Course is intended to give a sound theoretical and practical 
knowledge of Surveying, to give facility in the use of the various 
instruments, in plotting surveys, and in making finished plans. It 
will be found of service to Engineers' and Architects' Assistants, 
Auctioneers, Land Agents, and others, as well as for the examinations 
of the Surveyors' Institute, the Institution of Civil Engineers, the 
Auctioneers' Institute. etc. It also covers much of the work 
required for the various foreign examinations for surveyors. 
The Course will comprise eighteen lectures and ten practical 
demonstrations-some devoted to field work, and some to office 
work. The dates and places for the field work will be announced 
in class as the course proceeds. 
All apparatus and instruments for field work are provided by 
the Schools, but students must provide their own plotting scales, 
survey book, level book, drawing instruments, and materials. 
SYLLABUS, 
Surveying with the Chain : object in making a survey-apparatus used : 
chain arrows, rods, etc.-testing chain for length-measures of length and 
area. Simple S ~ r e r e ~ n g  Operations : ranging a line, fixing position of a point 
relative t o  a line, settmg out a perpendicular t o  a line, connecting points 
invisible from one another-optical square. Chaining : duties of leader and 
follower-chaining on slopes-stepping--clinometer. Simpla Surueys: 
stations-main lines-triangles, well and ill conditioned--offsets-offset 
rod-methods of dealing with fields, town plots and small estates of regular 
or irregular outline, obstacles, such as buildings, lakes, rivers. Booking the 
Sxrvey : forhzs of field book-methods of entering the notes- conventional 
signs. Magnetic Com@ass aszd Magnetic Bearings : variation of the compass- 
prismatic compass. Traversing with Chain : setting out curves. Levelling : 
instruments employed ; level-collstruction of telescope-level staff- 
Abney let-el-clinomet er-aneroid barometer. Simple and Compound 
Levelling : bench marks-datum line-curvature of earth-refraction. 
Methods of Booking Levels : rise and fall methods-collimation method- 
reduction of levels and method of checking--check levels. Sections : cross 
- sections and longitudinal sections-worlnng sections. Plotti~g Sections : 
horizontal and vertical scales-information required on the  plotted section. 
Principles of Contouring, Perwzanmt A djzrstwnts of Level ; office work-scales 
--meaning of representative fraction-scales used on ordnance plans-plottin g 
scales. Materials required, such as  brushes, colours, instruments-plotting 
the field notes-mode of procedure-styles of writing and printing -north 
points -colouring -ornament generally-prepaxat ion of finished plans. 
Coljying Plans : tracing-heliography-enlarging and reducing-pantograph. 
Mmswratiorc of A reas-method of triangles-method of ordmates-Simpson's 
rule-planimeter--computing scale. 
d'- .),4 
n&:, ,,:An examination in the theory and practice of surveying will be 
held at the close of the course, and certificates wiU be awarded to 
successful students. 
I 
COURSE IN MANUAL INSTRUCTION (WOODWORK). 
The main objects of the Class are to afford a training in the 
proper use of woodworking tools, to give a knowledge of the proper 
proportion and suitability of joints for different purposes, to enable 
students to make articles of domestic, personal, or other use, and to 
provide a medium for the learning of mechanical drawing and 
sketching. 
FIRST PEAR. 
Druwir%g: Simple projection, as required for the working drawing of each 
model. Woodwork : Exercises in planing, sawing, and chiselling-making of 
woodworking joints-models of a useful nature, involving the use of these 
joints, Theory: Construction of the various tools, grinding and sharpening of 
edged tools. Timber: Woods in common use, growth, sources of supply, 
nature and properties ; seasoning of timber. 
In this year of the course the work will be chiefly the making of models 
of a utilitarian nature, and students will be allowed same freedom in their 
choice of models. 
The necessary tools and timber are provided by the School. 
MECHANICAL DRAWING, PATTERN CONSTRUCTION AND 
GEOMETRICAL DESIGN. 
The course is arranged so that students may become acquainted with 
the use of instruments, T square, set squares, compass, scales, etc., and the 
principles of construction of ordinary geometrical figures--special reference 
will continually be made to the application of geometry to the different 
branches of industrial art, such as designing, etc. The exercises worked 
in class will include the drawing of geometrical patterns-spacing of wall 
and other surfaces for decorative purposes-bands and borders-units of 
pattern-diapers-the construction of arch-forms-tracery and mouldings. 
In addition, exercises will be given in the projection of simple solids. 
IRlSH LANGUAGE. 
All Students of the Schools axe entitled to attend a class in . 
Irish if they so desire, without extra charge. Classes in the First 8 
Year only are held in the Bolton Street Institute, but more advanced 
students will be provided with instruction in any stage at the Tech- 
nical Institute, Parnell Square, or Kevin Street. 
. IRISH' 
FIRST YEAR. 
' Orat : Conversation lessons (questions, answers and general remarks) 
to &ord each student the necessary practice to attain reasonable fluency in 
conversing on simple matters such as the following :-Name and home or 
residence-salutations o r  meeting and parting-the clock-days of the week 
-mn ths and seasrms-the weather-moneyasy counting--colours and 
other ordinary properties of common objects-bcation of objects in the class- 
room and immediate neighbourhood-parts of the body and clothing--giving 
and carrying out simple, orders. With the convemational lessons, the student 
will be familiarised with the ordinary constructions in regard to the use of is, 
seadh, ni headh, a?a eadh, nach eadh, garb eadh, s4, ni hd, an 4, roach d, gurb 
cad d, an bhfuit, roil, td, go bhfwib,nach bhfus'l, an raibh, ni M h ,  bhi, go raibh, 
nach raibh ; a d  of some of the more commonly used verbal nouns, such as 
swidhe, seasamh, tea&, sizcbhat, etc. 
Written Worh : Each student will keep a note-book to record salutations, 
simple phrases, his own name and address, etc., in correct Irish. Rough 
notes may also be written according to English phonetics or otherwise to 
;tid in a e  memorising and pronunciation of words phrases. 
c u t t ~ ~ d  : S.h-zdents W ~ U  be taught to memorise simple songs, rhymes, 
stories, recitations, etc., so as to be able to repeat them with corrwt t&zs. 
FRENCH POLISHING. vases, eh., will be a m d i n g  to Gaelic metres, and stories or x'f3Cibtions by Gaelic authors. 
FIRST AND SECOND YEARS. TEXT BOOK : a n  CARD bne~c.  Dr. Hyde. The art of French polishing-manufacture and use of various stains and 
polishes-colouring and lacquering-varnishing and glazing-gums and their 
use--colours and their use-aniline dyes and chemicals used in stains-- 
methods of polishing different woods, wooden carvings and statues-hita- 
tions, inlay transfers, papers, various methods of polishing : German, Scotch, 
Endish, American, Swedish and French. 
PRELIMINARY COURSE. 
This Course is arranged for junior trade students who have had 
to leave school while still in the lower standards, in order to provide 
them with the opportunity of qualifying for the Introdxctory and 
Specialised Courses. Students are permitted to take a practical 
class in their trade subject by p a p e n t  of an extra feee, provided 
there is room for their admission, 
ENGLISH. 
Spelling, correct pronunciation and grammar--formation of sentences- 
use of verbs, adverbs, preposi$ions, etc.--simple descriptive compositims. 
ARLTH MIETIC . 
Multiplication tablm-sinple multiplication and division-easy cam- 
pound addition, subtraction, multiplication and didsian-simple mental' , . ! ,  
arithmetic. 
Simple freehand sketches from blackboard, familiar objects and from 
memory-geometrical exercises with compass and set ' squares-angles, 
squares, rectangles, circles, etc. . 
